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Pigeon feces
pose possible
health hazard

U.S. ’comfortable’ with GOP

By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
Pigeon droppings in piles the size
of volleyballs can he seen on the
ledges at Duncan Hall. and SJSU biology professors fear they may constitute a health hazard.
Humans can contract diseases
from bird guano by inhaling microorganisms released into the air when
the droppings dry out.
Pigeons are notorious disease-carriers. Wastes may constitute a danger when they accumulate around
the air vents of buildings.
Jeff Baldwin, a technician in the
meteorology department, sent a request to the Facilities Development
and Operations Office on Oct. S.
asking that custodians clean up the
mess on the meteorological observation deck on the roof of Duncan
Hall.
athleen Howe
Niel]] hers of the College Republicans celebrate Vice President
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George Bush’s victory in the presidential election

Professors say Dukakis threatened status quo, had no vision
By Stan Carlberg and
Darren Sabedra
Daily staff writer
One reason Gov. Michael Dukakis lost the presidential election
is that he failed to paint a portrait
of America’s future. said Roy
Christman, a mil it Ica I science
professor and adviser to the Campus Democrats.
"Dukakis didn’t articulate a vision
of
America.’
said
Christman, while speaking at a
post -election anal y sis Wednesday
in the Student Union Amphitheater. "He didn’t know what he
wanted America to he.
"I knew George Bush was
going to win. I knew it in August.
The last couple of days I told myself there was hope. What a stu-

’Dukakis didn’t articulate a vision of
America.’
Roy Christman
Political science professor
pid thing to do. ’
John Wettergreen, adviser to
the College Republicans. and
Roy Young, a political science
professor, also gave their analyses.
The three professors emphasized that Bush. despite painting a blank picture himself, had
an edge because the nation is in a
time of peace

Christman said it is difficult for
a challenger to unseat an incumbent when most of the country is
satisfied.
"People don’t want to change
that. So why should we change?"
he asked.
Bush’s success hinged on the
economic stability of most Americans, Young said.
"One of the reasons Bush won

the election is that a substantial
amount of people in this country
are economically well-off," he
said.
Dukakis’ campaign focused on
the minority which is the less fortunate, Young said.
Despite a respectable showing
by the Democrats on election
day. Wettergreen said there are
more Republicans in the country
today.
"What the Democrats did this
time was secure their base." he
said. "The Reagan Democrats
went pretty much with Dukakis.
But there are a lot more Republicans now. Republicans don’t
have to win as many Democratic
votes as they used to.
Young said Bush’s campaign
See PROFESSORS, back !mgt.

When a crew arrived to do the job
in late October, they brought no
masks or breathing equipment. Baldwin fears they may have exposed
themselves to a number of diseases,
as well as endangering people working in nearby areas.
"There have been no blood tests
on these people, and to my knowledge they haven’t even been told
about the problem," Baldwin said.
Custodial Manager Richard Quisenberry said the incident was being
investigated and wouldn’t comment
further.
"My concern with this thing was
that the areas used by students
should be kept clean and that they be
cleaned in a manner that didn’t
threaten those cleaning it." Baldwin
said. "I wrote the service request
and sent them documentation to that
See HAZARD. back page

A.S. starts effort
to inform students
By Lisa Hannon
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students has
begun its campaign to enlist student
support in the battle over who should
fund Rec Center cost overruns.
On Monday the A.S. will begin an
information drive to tell SJSU students the history of the troubled
complex.
A.S. board members will be positioned outside the Student Union
handing out fliers that chronologically explain the background of the
center.
"This information campaign is to
let the students know what is going
on, said Scott Santandrea, director
of sponsored programs.
California State University Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds has said the

only way to fund the Rec Center’s
$10 million overruns is with student
fees. The A.S. says the responsiblity
belongs to the CSU, not the students.
"We took a rough draft (of the
flier) to our attorneys." said A.S.
President Terry McCarthy. "We’re
not putting ourselves in an awkward
position according to our attorneys."
The literature, taken from a Spartan Daily article printed last spring,
traces the history of the Rec Center
hack to November 1984 when students voted to approve the project.
The A.S. says the problems began
in December 1984 when a child-care
center, seating in the center and
other options were not included in
See AS.. back page

Student Union board supports fight against Rec Center fee hike
By Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Directors narrowly authorized the Associated Students’ fight against a
student fee increase to pay for Rec
Center cost overruns Tuesday.
The A.S. is contesting W. Ann
Reynold’s proposal to raise tuition
$10 per student per semester. Reynold’s is the California State University chancellor.
By secret ballot, members voted
7-6 with two abstentions to support
the fight against the fee increase and
to recognize the A.S. as the official
elected representaii cs of SJSU stu-

dents.
Three
student
representatives
were not present to vote.
SUBOD Chair Rick Thomas, who
served on the A.S. last semester,
said there is still some controversy
over whether the resolution officially
passed. Thomas said seven votes
may not be enough to legally adopt
the motion.
The hoard has helped organize the
construction of the Rec Center,
which was discovered to he $10 million over budget last spring because
of alleged mismanagement.
This semester. the A.S. has
pledged to fight a tee increase to pay

’This resolution effectively makes the
Chancellor’s argument moot.’
Terry McCarthy
A.S. President
for the overruns, and has consulted a
lawyer to lead the cause. The student
government has set aside a $100.(X8)
fund in student fees for legal expenses.
CSU and SJSU officials have
claimed the A.S. does not officially

Pulitzer Prize winner to visit campus
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
In William Kennedy’s novels,
homeless people wander the streets
of an old, medium -sited city coin
prised of many ethnic neighborhtxxis. Three generations of an Irish
family dominate the politics in the
city.
If this sounds like San Jose. it’s
not. Kennedy’s city is Albany.
N.Y., the place where "Legs."
"Billy Phelan’s Greatest Game."
and his Pulizer Prize-winning "Iron weed" take place.
Kennedy, who also wrote the
screenplays for the movies "Iron weed" and "The Cotton Club," will
be coming to San Jose.
As part of the Martha Heasley
Cox lecture series. Kennedy will
read from his works in Morris Dailey
Auditorium Tuesday at 8 p.m.
"So much is written about major
cities, the others are often forgotten." Kennedy said in a telephone
interview. "I’m all for the de -centralization of literature.
"Albany has played an extrordinarily important role in the history of
America. It was one of the first railroad centers. It was central to the

William Kennedy
Author
American Revolution. It sent a
whole regiment to the Civil War.
I’m sure there are many mediumsized cities that have the same historical importance. Cities like Cincin-

nati, Cleveland, San Francisco and
San Jose."
"Ironweed" tells the story of
Frances Phelan. a baseball star who
falls into alcoholism and homelessness.
"Frances stands as an individual," Kennedy said. "He lives in a
city where a depression is taking
place. Thcre are many tragic moments to his life. Moments of rash’
judgment and accidental actions."
Kennedy praised Director Hector
Babenco for mastering the subtleties
of "Imnweed." The film version
contains many of Frances’ memories.
"It was difficult to bring those
complexities to a two hour and 15
minute film," Kennedy said.
Jack Nicholson and Meryl Streep
starred in the film.
"Legs" tells the story of legendary gangster Jack Diamond. whom
Kennedy said belonged to a dying
breed.
"Those free-lance characters are
gone. Urban gangsters have become
somebody out there in the drug
world with an ult." he said. "The
book confronts the reality of a
See AUTHOR, back page

represent the student body. If it does
not, it cannot use student fees to retain counsel.
A.S. President Terry McCarthy
presented the resolution to the board.
McCarthy told the board he
thought the CSVadministration was

unconstitutionally denying students
the right to retain legal counsel.
McCarthy distributed copies of an
opinion written by the Chancellor’s
general counsel stating the A.S. had
no right to contest the proposal to
raise student fees.
"(Reynolds) gave the interpretation that they were not going to
allow our attorneys to pursue this
case," McCarthy told the hoard.
"She said this is not A.S. business.
This resolutIon effectively makes the
Chancellor’s argument moot."
The resolution stales that the
board "welcomes and authorizes the
Associated Students to continue pur-

suing the students’ hest interest."
SJSU students "have been and
continue to be completely left out of
the information loop and chain of
command regarding the building of
the Rec Center, according to the resolution.
Reynolds. CSU inspectors, contractors, architects and sub -contractors are named as responsible parties
involved in the alleged mismanagement of the project.
The resolution also mites that the
students overwhelmingly gave the
Chancellor’s management of the Rec
Center project a "no confidence’
See FEES, ba.

Artists at work

Deborah McCarson. a teacher, works Nith the
children of SJSU students and employees. ’they

nc t undley Daily stall photographer
are making collages front leaves they had just col lected around campus.
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Thanks for Thursday
Thanksgiving is in two weeks. No news in
that necessarily, but Thanksgiving, more
than any other holiday, changes as!
grow. What matters most about this fourth
Thursday in November is different year to
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The networks
failed the voters
hour before polls closed in California.
An
CBS and ABC predicted the winner of the
presidential race. Throughout the day, the
networks diplayed graphs and charts showing
the decisive lead George Bush maintained over
Michael Dukakis.
People on the West coast knew the outcome
of the race before the polls closed. The Golden
State was left out in the cold.
The
networks
acted irresponsibly.
Editorial
They
effectively
ruled many western states out of the democratic
process by declaring the winner in the election
before it was over.
This is not only a harm to both candidates,
but to other issues as well. The voters’ primary
motivation in going to the polls is often the
presidential race. But while in the booth, that’s
not all they vote for.
There are candidates for local and state offices, and a host of initaitives that also need the
public’s voice. Democracy is hindered when
voters don’t show up.
It is clear Dukakis would still have lost and
Bush would have won if the results had been
broadcast later. The West coast could not have
made a difference.
Bush supporters stayed home and celebrated, and Dukakis faithfuls whined that they
couldn’t make a difference.
The networks don’t understand that these
people bring more to the polls then a vote for a
president.

Looking beneath
the surface
Anyone who reads "Cosmopolitan" knows that
open, robust communication is the key to a healthy
relationship.
Next to the cover model with the dress cut to her
navel are headlines exclaiming "Why Couples That
Fight Have Better Marriages," and "101 Ways to Talk
to Your Lover." It sounds easy to have a loving, lasting
relationship.
Obviously, these writers have never met Jeff, my
boyfriend of one -and -a-half years. To say communication isn’t his strong point is an understatement.
About a month ago,
he came to see me at
work, and I realized
right away that something was wrong. He
didn’t walk in with his
usual
smile
and
cheerful "hi."
I asked him to tell me
and he replied, "I’ll tell
you later."
I knew it wasn’t the
appropriate time for a
Denise Zapata
discussion, but I continued to push him for
an answer. He finally told me his father had had a hean
attack.
This withdrawal symptom is a reaction to many of
Jeff’s emotions. Last year, when our relationship was
disintegrating, we didn’t talk for two weeks. He refused
to return my phone calls because he didn’t want a confrontation.
When we ultimately did confront each other. he was
more open with his feelings than he had been in months.
It was a tearful goodbye.
But it’s not just with me that he’s quiet. At parties.
Jeff will tend to stay in the background until he can engage in a one-on-one conversation.
Contrary to what some may perceive upon first impression, his unwillingness to talk is not arrogance, but
overwhelming shyness.
Sometimes we’ll have dinner with my family, who
tend to be very vocal. When we start talking politics at
the table. Jeff looks like he wishes he could blend in quietly with the wallpaper.
After dinner the other night, he must have jumped up
from the table five or six times to change the music on
the stereo.
Despite my occasional exasperation. I realize Jeff’s
quiet demeanor is pan of his charm. I know I never
would have gone out with a 6-fixa-4, 220-pound jock
who was loud and aggressive.
I also know he is one of my greatest sources of support. When everything else is falling apart, he is a hand
to hold and a shoulder to cry on.
More than once, he has patiently listened while I
ranted about the idiot customers at work or the pressures
of school. When I feel like a failure, he holds me and
makes me feel secure again.
Even though he isn’t always demonstrative. I hear
his voice and see his eyes and I know he would do anything for the people he cares about.
We had dinner at a Chinese restaurant the other
night, complete with fortune cookies. Jeff’s fortune read
"You cannot demonstrate an emotion." Maybe it should
have read "Your emotions are clear to those who know

Letters to the Editor
Racism does exist
Editor,
If racism didn’t exist in the hallowed halls of San Jose State University before the racism rally on
Nov. 7, it sure does now.
While the outrage and frustration
these Hispanic students feel toward
the racially motivated incident are
more than justified, comments made
by several speakers directed at Bush
supporters were as misguided, misleading and ignorant as those which
began this sordid affair.
For the first speaker (obviously
some type of gutter politician who
was more concerned with whipping
the crowd into a frenzy than engaging in a rational discourse) to oh-so dramatically point an accusatory finger at a student holding Bush campaign sign and tell him that he
should be ashamed at supporting
Bush is beneath contempt. To say
that Bush and his campaign should
be held accountable for the actions
of a few individuals at a campus
rally is the same as saying that the
entire Hispanic community should
be on trial because Richard Ramirez
is of Mexican descent.
Ignorance obviously knows no
boundaries be
they intellectual.
litical or racial.
It seems to this outside observer
that the Hispanic community on
campus staged this rally to coincide
with Tuesday’s general election and
to use it as fodder for espousing their
platform. And that in itself is not a
fault. What minority students want
on this campus is something which
has been denied them for years:
equal access and opportunity.
But to use the attack on a Hispanic
woman as proof that racism abounds
on this campus and that Bush and all
his supporters are racist is an insult
to the intelligence of any rational
person.
I personally feel that Bush is a
swine, a slug and a worthless, selfserving opportunistic bastard, so I
am not motivated by political rea-

sons. But the guest for equal rights
for minorities is such a frustrating
one that events such as Monday’s
rally hurt more than help the cause.
For the campus Hispanic community to support the comments made
that Bush and his supporters are racist shows as much lack of respect
and integrity in those persons as
those who attacked the woman at the
Dukakis rally.
Vent your anger, voice your frustration and demand that questions be
answered. But do not blindly lash
out at persons and institutions which
do not deserve it.

Joel Beers
Journalism
Junior

Nazi. a liar and a racist.
When I asked him to back up his
statements, he looked at me for a
few minutes and then walked away
muttering something about "no respect for elders.’’
This was not an isolated incident.
It happened time and time again. Yet
did the Daily give this any coverage’?
Not at all. All we got was one sentence buried in the story about the
visit.
You people are so far to the left
that you need a map and compass to
find your way back to the mainstream.
Fred B. Taleghani
Sophomore
Psychology

Dani is jealous

Party of the stupid

Editor.
Look out Stephen King, there is a
new fiction writer on the block.
Could it be the editorial staff of the
Daily? The smear article by your political editor shows that you write
first, and then you think. Dani Parkin’s job as political editor is a joke!
Perhaps propaganda editor would be
a more appropriate title for the job
she does. So. what is Dani’s problem with "Young Republicans?"
Most likely, it is jealousy and serious doubts about her position or
is she just another mindless pawn of
the Democrats? You know who we
are talking about. These are the people who will believe anything that
the "Three Stooges" (Mike. Lloyd.
and Jessie) tell them. Just like sheep,
they follow mindlessly. If they were
to call Vice President Bush an "alien
from outer space," the Daily would
no doubt have five or six editorials
condemning the vice president on
this statement.
The visit of Gov. Dukakis to our
campus enabled me to see who really
supports him. From the outset, the
supporters of the vice’president were
verbally, and in one case, physically
abused. An obviously ignorant middle-aged man went out of his way to
call me and the rest of my group a

Editor,
Gene Mahoney’s letter (Nov. 1)
utterly destroyed the baseless myth
that the Democrats are the party of
the intellectuals.
Mr. Mahoney’s lack of substantive argument, and valid logic have
forced him to resort to name-calling:
pencil -necked frat boy, subjugated
airhead, slime, swine and other epithets unworthy of educated discussion.
Gov. Michael Dukakis may be
honest but so was Jimmy Carter and
that didn’t do us much good. In fact
it was Carter, not Republican
"geeks," who blamed the American
people for the state of malaise he
created.
If there is so much "evidence"
against Vice President George Bush,
why have no charges been pressed
by the Democrat -controlled Congress. Maybe because accusations
make better political weapons then
disproven charges.
It does not surprise me that Mr.
Mahoney would wish to marry a
subjugated airhead wife. He seems
the type of man who might be scared
of intelligent women.
Michael Hellwig
Graduate
Computer Science

When I was a kid I dreaded Thanksgiving.
We would pile into the car and drive for
about 30 minutes to my uncle’s house. My dad
would give us the annual "treat his house as
your own" speech. Curiously, this meant
"don’t do anything you would do in your own
house." Dad talked like that.
It was a scary world of the big men in one
room yelling at the televison and large women
in another gossiping and bragging.
It was the same every year: an assault of
aunts clutching me to their ample bosoms,
slopping bright red lipstick om my forehead,
and squealing "Look how tall he is!"
Then, the uncle gantlet: "Put ’er there
sport!" uncles would bark thrusting a hand at
me, eye level. I would take their hand, they
would crush mine and then go back to their
arguments about the football game on
television.
Eventually, I would find some cousins my
age. We would spend the rest of the day as
lipstick blotters for any aunt that was faster
then we were.
Did I forget to mention the food?
With my relatives it was a consumable
"russian roulette." Those steaming mounds of
browns (stuffing?) and whites (potatoes?) with
the obligatory ham and turkey could range in
taste from four-star to Alpo. But you didn’t
know ’til you tried.
I didn’t see much to be thankful for.
I was detached and moody as a teenager
and pestered my folks from about 10 minutes
after our arrival about when we would be
leaving.
Again, I never felt like giving thanks
except that my mom only made that horrible
green Jello mold one day a year, and now, it
was over.

since I’ve grown and moved away, 1
B.,
am beginning to look forward to that day
with a strange sort of excitement. I miss
these people I avoided as a child.
Maybe it is because I’m an adult. Aunts no
longer hunt me down and uncles’ handshakes
seem a bit more frail. Rather than talking to me
in a sing-song voice and saying how much I
look like my dad, they talk to me like an equal.
It could be that some of my taste buds have
died, because the food tastes better. (My mom
also quit making the jello. I guess she got tired
of taking that full bowl back home every year.
I bet our dogs are giving thanks, too.)
But it isn’t that. The distance I’ve put
between myself and my relatives has made me
smarter and a bit wiser.
I wasn’t kissed out of malice. My hand
wasn’t shaken out of contempt. These people
who welcomed me into their houses wanted to
see me. I didn’t have to drive a certain car or
wear certain clothes or hang out at the right
places.
I’m family. I’m a part of them like they’re
a part of me.
Now I feel like giving thanks.
Mike Lewis is the Forum Editor.

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bimonthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed, double
spaced and approximately 2 to 3 pages
long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Columns can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not be published. All columns
will be edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.

P.it’t.
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Hospitals see more cocaine abuse

Talking Heads
Are you glad the elections are over?

Ted Rich, Junior, Business:
"Hell yes, because we won’t
have to deal with any more of this
negative campaigning. It turned
me off totally. With the candidates. you didn’t get to find out
about any of the issues. They
only attacked each other.

LOS ANGELES IAP) - The
number of people seeking treatment
for cocaine abuse at hospital emergency rooms countywide has nearly.
doubled since 1985. although the
number of overall drug abuse cases
has declined, officials say.
Emergency room physicians saw
an 83 percent increase in cocaine abuse cases during the past three
years, health officials said on Tuesday.
For the same period, however,
cases involving the use of hallucinogenic PCP fell dramatically and heroin abuse cases rose at a much

Lloyd Foster, Junior, Physical Science: "I’m glad the
mudslinging is over. It seemed
that people couldn’t say good
things about themselves. Instead.
they just focused on saying had
things about the other guy. The
campaigns turned it into a choosing between the lesser of two
evils."

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations, hems may he submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, hut
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.
Reed Magazine: Send submissions
tor fiction, poetry and art to Faculty
Offices Room 102. For information
call 286-8153.
Liar’s Club: Meeting, 2:30 p.m..
Duncan Hall Room 329.
Career Planning and Placement:
Management careers, 2 p.m.. S.U.
Costanoan Room. Resume preparation, 12:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room. For information call 9246033.
S.U. Gallery: Don Farber photography exhibit, "Taking refuge in
L.A.," 3:30 lecture, 4:30 reception.
For information call 924-6330.
Akbayan: Bowl-a-thon, 4 p.m.,
Student Union. For information call
370-2065.
Physics Department: Speaker. Jeffrey Scargle. NASA Space Science
Division, "Chaos in Quasars?" 1:30
p.m.. Science Building Room 251.
For information call 924-5261.
Amnesty International: Meeting,
7:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room.
Ohana of Hawaii: Sushi Night, 7
p.m.. Yuri’s Restaurant. For information call 924-7942.
Women’s Council Networking
Group: Lunch with Dean Dolores
Escobar, noon. S.U. Costanoan
Room. For information call 298 p.m., Women’s Gym Room 89. For
information call 293-1302 or 2876369.
Pre-Med Association: Stanford
Medical Center tour, noon. in front
of Duncan Hall. For information call
298-6371.
Delta Sigma Pi: "SJSU Night" celebration, 9 p.m.. Sunset Bar and

Jayne Irwin. Senior, Liberal
of the candidates
Studies: "htoR
got away from the issues and attacked each other too much. Neither really stated how they stood
on the issues of the economy, the
deficit, the Cold War with the Soviets, the threat of nuclear war. It
seemed like the campaign was
just a waste of time."

Grill. For int ormation call
3916.

296-

I 1111DAY
Theatre Arts Department: "West
Side Story." 8 p.m., University
Theatre. For tickets and information
call 924-4555.
Bul-Lyt: Barbecue. 12:30 p.m..
Seventh Street barbecue pit. For in.
call 356.5912.
Folk Dancers: International Folk
Dance Class and participation, 7:45
meeting, 1:30 p.m., S.U. Umunhum
Room. For information call 4463042
General
Association:
Pre-Med
meeting, food drive, 1:30 p.m.,
Duncan Hall Room 345. For information call 298,6371
SATURDAY

I

Center. For information call 298f7114
A.S. Intercultural Steering Committee: Meeting. 5
Pacheco Room. For information call
292-3197.

SUNDAY

Track Club: Barbecue. 2 (ii p in .
Campus Barbecue Pit. I-oi intOrni.t
tion call 779-3925.
Lutheran
Campus
Ministry:
Worship, 10 p.m., Campus Ministry
T1 IFSDAY
Center, 300 South 10th St. For information call 298-0204.
Faculty Booktalks: Professor PeterCatholic Newman Community: son speaks on L. Clifton’s "A Good
Mass, 6:30 and tit p.m., Campus Woman" and poems by T. TransfMinistry Center, 300 South 10th St. romer, 12:30 p.m.. University Club.
For information call 924-5545,
I-or information call 298-0204.
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
MONDAY
study, noon, S.U. Montalvo Room.
Career Planning and Placement: For information 298-0204
Resume critique, 1:30 p.m.. S.U.
WI DNI
Almaden Room. For information
Ad Club/BPAA: Hallmark creative
call 924-6033.
presentation, 6 p.m., S.U. Loma
Campus Ministry Center: Prayer Prieta Room. For information call
group, 3:30 p.m., Campus Ministry 924-3270.

Social Dance Club: "Salsa- Dance
Party. 8 p.m.. Spartan Complex
Room 89. For information call 8670512.

01020
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Glass of
Michelob draft
With the purchase of any sandwi, h
OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
CLUB
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE!
SO E. San Carlos 947-133
New Hours
Fri -Sat until II PM
Sunday 10-6
. With this coupon & SJSI I ID
4

e
mi mum mmim
FRANDE PIZZERIA SPECIAL OFFERS
Lasagne Dinner for Two

IGrande is offering a Complete Lasagne
Dinner for 2 for only $13.00 plus tax.

\\A

Experience the German Tradition
at the
1200bUrg thrt etrmartia

IDinners include:

Maria Navarro, Senior, Art:
"I’m glad it’s over because of the
ads. l’in also not satisfied with
the result. It was a difficult election. There was something wrong
with both candidates."

"Cocaine, particularly the crack
heap...
form, is plentiful and
Strum’ said
Strain’’, department pro% ided sta
s tom county emergency nfoni,
t
lor a national report on drug abuse
The report, by the Nati. mid Institute
of Drug Abuse, also showed enter
gency room treatment for cocaine
abuse rising sharply in other major
cities across the nation.
Overall. nearly 1,280 people died
of drug -related deaths in the county
last year. Stranti said. Alcohol
mixed with other drugs was the lead
ing killer.

SpartaGuide

TODAY

Lisa Fernandez, Senior, Public Relations: "I’m glad its over
because I voted for the winner. I
had to keep debating with my
friends, my roommate and my father."

drug -abuse program administrator
for the Department of Health Serv Ices.
"We see more than double the
cases we did five years ago," said
Cheri Allmond, emergency room supervising nurse at Martin Luther
King Hospital in South -Central Los
- Dr. Irma Strantz Angeles. "We see a lot
of young
Department of Health Services people coming in with chest pains
and heart attacks."
Health officials attributed the
slower rate, contributing to an overall 6.6 percent decrease in drug -re- jump in cocaine problems to the popularity in recent years of the cheap
lated emergency room visits.
"Cocaine has been skyrocketing and highly potent smokable form of
everywhere," said Dr. Irma Strain/, the drug known as crack

’Cocaine has been
skyrocketing
everywhere’

Present this coupon
& receive one FREE
glass of German Beer or wine
with purchase of meal.

Lasagne entree
Your choice Soup or Salad
French Bread & Butter
Half liter of House Wine
(must be 21 or older)

I

OFFER EXPIRES 5/15,89
1 coupon per person

GRANDE PIZZERIA
FOLK DANCING

1150 E. San Carlos (Corner of 4th St.)
(408) 292-2840

OKTOBERFEST FOOD

LIVE EUROPEAN BAND

261 N. 2nd St.
San Jose

This offer good only with Coupon - Offer expires 12/11/88

295-4484

Expires 515189
1 coupon per
person
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Rasnick, Spartans struggling to keep their ship afloat
If, ’wan %Ink:aster
staff writer
Ryan Rasnick is beginning to feel
lost at sea and the Coast Guard and
Navy are nowhere in sight.
In the frigid waters of college
football, the Spartans are close to
sending out the mayday signal
"It’s like we’re in the middle of
the ocean and the ship is going
dow ii
s.11,1 R.1,111ck. a three year
six tei ml ...they .ind the team’s see ond- leading Lk k ICI
"We’re all jumping into the lifeboat and the whole team is m it Except there’s no compass, no direction and no captain."
In a season filled with frustration,
the Spartans have been lust a win or
timely big play au is from turninp
the owner. Instead the only hreaks
SJSU had v. etc Rasmek’s fractured
thumb ,ind oltensiye guard Mark
Fredrick missing the first toe games
with a fractured right leg
"I don’t think we’ve had a break
go our way all season." Rasnick
said. ’’’At- don’t have a knockout
punch and didn’t play a complete
game. We would play one half,
usually the second half, but by that
fink. we had dug ourselves into a
hole and there was no way out "
SIMI Coach Claude Gilbert said
hi. team V. as capable (it losing its
final three game. After last week’s
listless ,an Inc. the ’11 need more of a
purpose tiu mm ,,R1 linish as emotionally des:1st:ante as 1985’, 2-8-1 record.
"We’ll try to finish with as much
dignity as we eau and he as good as
we can these last two weeks," SJSU
( ’ouch
Claude
Gilbert
said.

,1ei- i-:l Al
.,an

Resnick
malt-r%
"They’re beyond gimmicks 1 think
we’ve got to do it yk ith pride and
hard work."
Fullerton State has suffered its
share of last-minute collapses. too.
Three weeks ago. against Long
Beach State. the 49ers kik ked a 32 yard field goal w ith five seconds remaining tow in 24 22 The iollow ing
week. Ful lerton lost to Akron 15-14
after the laps drove 83 yards in the
final three minutes and kicked a 24 yard field goal.
A small crowd will probably
watch SJSU (3-7) play Fullerton
State (3-6 overall) Saturday at the
12010-seat Santa Ana Stadium.
Both teams are tied for third place
in the conference with 3-2 records.
The Titans have the Big West’s
second -ranked defense and are led
by defensive end A .1 Jenkins and

Golden Bear may face
career-ending surgery
PlAiliLL BEA( 11
AP) --Jack
Nicklaus faces a de. ,slon that will
determine the course ,It his golfing
career indeed, whether there will
even be a future career
"I can’t play the way- I am. I’ve
got to make up my mind what I’m
going hi do." Nicklaus said after a
Magnetic Resonance Imaging examination confirmed a disc problem in
his lower hack.
NOSS . he said, he will seek further
medical consultations to determine if
’surgical procedures are advisable
at this hme.’
"1 V. ant to get three different
opinions from three different specialists.’’ Nicklaus said by telephone
from his home in Florida. "Then I’ll
weigh i the risks and rewards and see
SS here we go from there.’’
Ii may or may not involve surgery
’It inay he that they can fix it easily
he said.
Or it may he that his hack problem
cannot he solved.
At hest, he said, "I’ll he able to
play like Jack Nicklaus used tu
play.’
At worst, he said. "I’m done.
"That’s possible. That’s always
the worst -case scenario.
"But I don’t expect that. I don’t
think that’s what they’re going to
Si.1)

Now Hiring

for
Counter SalesCookFood Prep

Earn Extra Money
Set Your Hours
Meal Benefits
Free Uniforms
Job Variety
SeritPr Rd
Los Gatos
call
call
David or Lucy
Lori or JoAnn
286-3812
356-3095
Al repo No, E oued Opporhasity
Arwrrotive Arlon Erroloror

HELP

WANTED

Mexican
estaurant
Cantina & Taqueria
Bus Persons
Food Servers
Cocktail Servers
Bartenders
1150 Murphy Ave San Jose
Al the corner of Brokaw &
Old Oakland Rd

437-1986

"The worst thing the doetors
could say to me is that the.v can’t operate and can’t I iv a II they do that,
they’ll tell me to lose 10 pounds and
go through an
program and
make it as strong as p(issible, and see
what we can do with that.
"But I don’t expect that. I
wouldn’t he doing what I’m doing if
I didn’t expect to play golf again,"
Nicklaus said.
For the moment, however, his
playing schedule is on hold. The result of the consultations with specialists
an orthopedic surgeon, a neurosurgeon and a specialist in
mm ill deterarthoscopic surgery
mine whether he will be able io fulfill commitments to play in itie Skins
Game later this month. and in two
tournaments in December.
No timetable has been set lOr the
consultations hut they should require
several days. said 1.,111. O’Brien.

1111Challser leM Leggett. a transfer
Irian Mississippi Stale. Jenkins has
semen quarterback sacks this season.
I.eggen is the team s leading tackler
ith )(9.
Fullerton State has played two
teams in the ranked in the Top- 10
this season Hwy lost to No. 4 West
Virginia 45 III and lost tO No. 10
Wymning 35 -16.
On offense, 5.151.1 will be confronted with Rocky Palamara (39 reception., 15 3 average per catch)
and tailba...k. Mike Moore (324
yards and Mike Pringle (342 yards).
SJST tailback Johnny Johnson is
78 yards ;May from the school’s single -season rushing record. Johnson
has run or 100 yards in a game six
tunes this season. He has 1133 yards
and 17 touchdowns.
Johnson also needs just 70 yards
to crack the 2000 -yard mark for single -season all-purpose running.
Des ising a game plan isn’t the
most pressing uom tor Gilbert and
his comm tunic stall Gilbert gave his
team an esti a day to think about it
and cancelled practice Monday.
"At this point, we’re worried
more about ourselves more than we
are about our opponents." Gilbert
said. "We can dwell upon the
strengths ;Ind weaknesses of our opponents. hut really, ue hae to put
together two concerted efforts. the
rest ol It will take care ot
"We need to get emmumally back
in order to have a chance. We have a
great need to finish strong. But I’m
not sure if we can pull ourselves
back together...
The dwindling fan support and a

Kathleen Howe Daily
shredded field have marked the erratic course of SJSU’s season, Ras nick said.
"You really can’t blame them."
he said. "But this is college football
and anything can happen. Especially
at San Jose State. We can win by 20
or lose by 40. Our whole season has
gone that way We just needed a
break

Canseco honored by AP
NEW YORK (AP) While
Oakland right fielder Jose Canseco doesn’t consider himself a
part of baseball history, he already 11.1s some historic numbers.
( .inse, 0.
the
tirsi
nimor
league’ to ha 41I homers and steal
40 bases in one season. was selected The Associated press
Player of the Year on Tuesday.
In a landslide result. Canseco
receis ed 141
mites t rout a panel
of spiirtsyk Wets and broadcasters.
Los Angeles right-hander Orel
Hershiser was runner-up with 13
vote. iollowed by Minnesota’s
Kids Puckett with five vote, and
Boston’s Mike Greenwell with
41/2. The balloting was conducted
after the World Series.
On Aug. 6. Canseco stole his
30th base to become the I I th
player to reach the 30-30 club,
joining such all-time greats as
Willie May and Hank Aaron, On
Sept. 23. Canseco took his place
alone in baseball history when he
stole his 40th base.

staff photographer

SJSU’s Rasnick breaks up an intended pass in a loss to Oregon State earlier this season

"I don’t think I’m going to be
a person to lit in (baseball history)," Canseci I said "I think
the fans and the press mm ill put it in
some kind of category
The fans put Canseco in the
All -Star game at Cincinnati by
naming him on more ballots than
any other player in the American
League.
"It means a lot because it
shows the improvement I’ve
made between 1986 and 1988,"
said Canseco, who was married
earlier this month.
Canseco hit .240 in 1986 with
33 homers and 117 runs batted in
en route to the American League
Rookie of the Year award. In
1987, he had 31 homers and 113
RBI.
"I don’t think I had a had
drought except for an 0-for-20.
And even when I was 0-for-20, I
was hitime the ball well, so the
key mm,. .laying consistent," said
who led the Athletics to
Canse,
their lit
Al. pennant since 1974.

IMMEDIATE POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
The California Highway Patrol is
offering a rewarding and challenging
career for the position of.

STATE TRAFFIC
OFFICER
Females, and Spanish speaking (bilingual) men and women
are encouraged to apply. Starting salary $2410 to $3011/mo.
Age 20-31. For information and application contact Liour local
CHP office or call (415)863.7848

Copies after five
After hours or before work, depend on Kinko’s for
quality copies.

kinkoss.

the copy center
310 S THIRD STREET 295-4336
481 E SAN CA’T OS STREET 295-5511

Are you big enough for an Elephant?
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Pub to host hoops contest
Students sign up
for Master Shot

Mir

By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer
Imposing height and physical
endurance won’t be necessary for
students who compete in a basketball tournament at the Spartan
Pub Monday.
What they’ll need is a soft
touch and a healthy supply of
quarters when qualifying rounds
begin at noon and last until 2:00
p.m. every day next week.
When Spartan Pub Manager
Steven Duo had the Master Shot
basketball game brought in three
months ago, he had no idea it
would he so popular.
"We didn’t have to buy the
game." Duo said. "The vendor
who brings in all the other games
brought it in. It’s been very popular.’ ’
The game has become so popular, Duo has created a monthly
tournament. Monday marks the
first contest.
The winner receives two large
pizzas and has his or her name engraved on a plaque honoring
monthly winners. The runner-up
gets one large pizza.
Duo said the tournament seeds
will he paired according to their
scores. The highest scorers will
he paired off with the lowest, and
the two will compete head -tohead.
The top 16 scores of the month
will be recorded to set up the two
brackets. The top two will have
the most favorable seeding of
each bracket.
After the qualifying brackets
are set and completed, the top
eight will advance to the quarterfinals Nov. 21.
"It very addicting." Duo said.
"At 50 cents per game, we’ve
had some people who’ve done
quite a bit of practicing."
The game features 8 -inch basketballs and a I2 -inch diameter
rim, and lasts for one minute.
Two points are awarded for
each basket converted before 30

Mark Studyvin Daily staff photographer

Gary Blakey gets in shape for Master Shot tournament
seconds.
After 45 seconds,
they’re worth three points. Forty
points earns a player a free game.
"Right now we have two guys
who work here who are pretty
much ahead of everyone else."
Duo said.
Saying they’re ahead of everyone is an understatement. Tim
Grubish and Gary Blakey are the
only competitors to exceed 9(1
points, and they figure to be the
favorites.
"If you have to go by a day-today basis, Gary will probably win
most of the time," Duo said.
"He’s pumped in some pretty
grxxl scores and has the consisi-

tency. Tim can get hot, hut he’s
not as consistent as Gary."
Duo said the two will most
likely be set in opposite pairings
since no one has broken the 90mark. Both have set the lofty goal
of 100. To reach 100, they can
miss no more than four shots.
Blakey has the Pub record of
98. Gruhish’s best effort is a 93.
The next best score is 78.
"They’re both hitting over
90," Duo said. "But I think we
have to figure in the choke factor.
These guys haven’t had that much
pressure on them or anything at
stake."

San Jose
State
University

Injuries give young quarterbacks a shot
(API The score at halftime was
Giants 26, Cowboys 0, and the Dallas fans were talking about how the
Cowboys ought to bag the season.
get the first pick in the draft. and
take UCLA quarterback Tni) Aikman as their rebuilding block.
Then Kevin Sweeney entered the
game, the Giants started playing prevent offense and Sweeney threw for
three touchdowns. Dallas lost 29-21
but, for the moment at least, their
quarterback problems seemed less
pressing.
It’s hardly fair to make Sweeney
an instant hero after a stellar performance in a game already lost. "I’m
sure the Giants didn’t know what to
expect.’ he said. ’I didn’t know
what to expect."
But add the one-time strike replacement front Fresno State to the
list of youngsters and the NFL’s
quarterback shortage suddenly looks
less drastic than when the season
started.
Rookies Chris Chandler of Indianapolis and Kelly Stouffer of Seattle
are currently starting, and while
Stouffer may go back to the bench
now that Dave Krieg is healthy, he
has looked good enough to hold out
some hope for the future.
Beyond them is a group of second- and third -year men, led by
Chris Miller of Atlanta, who are beginning to establish themselves in
the way that Jim Everett of the
Rams, another third -year quarterback, already has.
Others include Bubby Brister of
Pittsburgh. Steve Beuerlein of the
Los Angeles Raiders, Mark Rypien
of Washington and Don Majkowski
of Green Bay plus Bobby Hebert
of New Orleans, who after three seasons in the USFL and three in the
NFL has finally harnessed his physical talents into Jim Mora’s control
game.
Miller is almost universally admired. "I don’t think there’s any
question he’ll be a star in this
league." General Manager Jim
Finks of the Saints said.
In fact, while the Falcons are 3-7.
they are 3-4 in games in which
Miller has played. One of those defeats was a 26-20 loss to Dallas
which Atlanta may have won had
Miller not sprained his ankle in the
third quarter, and another was a 2316 loss to the Giants, in which New
York scored 17 points in the last five
minutes to erase a 16-6 Atlanta lead.

threw 13 touchdown passes and got
himself a rating of 114. I. by far the
hest in the league. Unlike Schroeder.
There’s also a hit of irony to the Rypien is remaining silent now that
he’s back on the bench. In fact.
quarterback situation.
Beuerlein, on injured reserve as a they’re selling sweatshirts in Wash
rookie last ) ear. is fourth in the AFC ingion with pi,. tures ut Williams and
quarterback ratings But after start- Rypien and the caption "I ’toted To
ing the season, he sat on the bench gether.’’
Then there’s V inny Testaverde.
for four games in favor of Jay Schroeder, for whom the Raiders gave whose 22 interceptions lead the
up two high draft choices and Pro league and whose rating of 50 8
Bowl offensive tackle Jim Lachey. last among the 31 quarterha,
whom they could use desperately rated. Schroeder, at 52.8.
30th .
right now.
All this leads to Aikinan, who will
Schroeder, meanwhile, was supplanted by Rypien, who in the five almost surely he the top player taken
games he played while Doug Wil- in the draft, if only because there,
liams was out with an appendectomy still a premium on quanerbacks.

NFL

MILLS
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2)ectiree
an advanced computer science degree for
the liberal arts major intent upon
exploring the potential of the computer
within their discipline

Students within the
program have found
zg--seiftw=Aist.
unusual opportunities.
internships with Apple Computer, H P Research Labs,
IBM Research Labs, Lawrence Hall of Science, and
Lucas Film
---- an NSF grant to develop an instructional TV interface
? research fellowships with Apple Computer

AtNi.

For further information, call Pat fordan at (415) 430-2144 or stoop to
Pat Lordan/ICS Program, Mills College, Oakland, CA 94613

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP
"Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products
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Assisted
Registration
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forms
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November
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AS SEEN ON TV

"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross
On The Road For Public Insurance

Important corrections in the
Directory of Classes!
There was a printing error in the
page order,the corrections are:
Biology Science Dept.
Microbiology
Natural Sciences
Science Education

p. 47 and 50
P.50
p. 50 and 49

School of Business
Accounting
Finance

p. 49 and 48
p.48 and 51

Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance . . Its No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months ana
you can charge your first payment.

1-800-345-1995
CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE

PUBLIC INSURONICA
IT’S NO PROBLEM
Use Your

j,= Credit Card

"
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University Theatre musical includes non-students
/,ac Shess
Daily staff writer

ichael

Mariant Special to the Daily

Tim \ lalate plays Bernardo in the West Side Story musical

Library features CDs
thanks to lottery funds
By I .orraiiik. Nliirgan
I )ady stall writer

It

listening pleasure, Clark

I ihrars has a new collection of corn-

prci
s tor loan.
I lw selection ranges from Bach’s
itiadonhurg’s concertos to Michael
1.1, k -its "Off the Wall." Students
can borrow the CDs for
,cck a listen to them on one of
ilie 111.111: ( 1 ) players available in the
111011.1 department on the second
iloor
( %111111a Tr% in, the circulation suoci isoi . said Pink Floyd’s "Dark
side i,l the \loon" has circulated 55
Him., since it aas added to the urn iii sits s
I he (1)5 %%ere paid for with lot lei
There are 460 selections.
I ihrarian Jeff Paul said some CDs
liii c disappeared even though
lies -re under lock and key and are
ci IMO) III demand.
Barbara Jeskalian, a reference lima’ Lei Is Ill charge of deciding
is Ii i
Ii CDs tii buy She makes her
ciloices hy looking through catalogs

from Schwann and Tower Records.
She also listens to requests from students.
"I really try to balance our selection for the entire community,"
Jeskalian said. "Our emphasis is
mainly based on the needs of the
music department, hut I also want to
have selections for recreation.’
In addition to the CD collection,
the library also loans records and
tapes.
"We have a collection of 20,000
records," Ervin said. "Most of them
are pretty old including old 78 rpm
records. They’re so old that I think
they’re worth a lot of money."
The "Z-collection" contains old
rock ’n’ roll records, including popular releases by the Beatles. These
records are locked up and may not be
remoed from the library.
"A lot of swdents don’t realize
we have such a large collection of records, tapes and CDs," Ervin said.
"But I’m sure if they realize we do.
they’ll come piling in."

Stones’ may be on the rocks
il IRK I AP)
Keith RichNlick Jagger were like
ctI ic%k els in the rock world,
ito
111.1I111,11lIS in the rough who
ithide t tic Rolling Stones shimmer
iii almost three decades.
NI fl.1/4 111:1i union has become a little
hie,..cd .11 the edge: A feud between
ilie eilitarist and the lead singer has

lett the legendary group’s tuture in
doubt.
Over the past two years. Jagger
has pursued a solo career. Richards
has just come out with his first solo
LP, "Talk Is Cheap," and will give
his first solo concert Nov. 29 in New
York.

EVERY
TUESDAY
2 for 1
Drinks
(Well, Wine, Draft, Long
Island Iced Teas)

EVERY
WEDNESDAY
$1.50 Long Island
Iced Teas
(Except Designer Iced Teas)

9PM - MIDNIGHT

0-57A1/1"4".

19624 Stevens Creek Blvd.Cupertino 725-0515

1.
.01
mrsswo+’’

Present this card and your
first drink is just 6

1.

Good Sun-Thurs evenings only, after 9 p.m.
Expires 12/30/88. Limit: One coupon per guest per visit
s

Tim Malate v. as content ’Mimi, mg
in his father’s footsteps in real estate. But at least lor now, he finds
himself on the stage instead of be
hind a desk.
He will play Bernardo in the University Theatre’s production of
"West Side Story." opening Friday.
Malate (pronounced "muhlahtay") is a student at Anthony’s
School for real estate in San Jose. He
is able to perform in the play through
SJSU’s open university program.
Technically, "West Side Story"
is a part of a class. Malate paid his
fees through a drama scholarship.
said Dusty Reeds, the play’s director.
Reeds said she opened the auditions to the public because she
thought there might not be enough
dancers. Of the four parts given to
non -students, two involve acting and
dancing Malate’s role and the
part of Kat Jonas. who plays Maria.
He found out about the auditions

This acting thing is
new to me. I’m
more used to
dance.’
Tim Malate
’Bernardo’
through a friend.
"I just went out and did it," Mal ate said. "I didn’t have anything
prepared."
Mutate was surprised when he got
the role of Bernardo.
"I totally freaked," he said. "I
didn’t expect to get anything."
Malate credited his long, dark hair
for helping him win the part. But
Reeds said she was more impressed
by something else.
"He moves like a dream," she

aid. "He’s a great dancer.
Acting is new for Malate, hut
dance isn’t. At Evergreen Community College, Malate choreographed
and danced in the school’s annual
dance concert in 1986.
In the same year, he appeared as
Juan() in West Valley Community
College’s production of "West Side
Story."
As Juano, Malate danced but did
not have any lines.
"This acting thing is new to me,"
Malate said. "I’m more used to
dance. Dusty has been really good
about helping me."
Reeds said she has been very
pleased with his acting.
"He’s come a long way," she
said.

Bernardo is the leader of the
Puerto Rican gang, the Sharks. Mal ate describes the character as "very
proud, very streetwise.
"He has an idea of fighting and
gangs." Malate said. "They’re
lighting for something more personal than reputation."
Malate was raised in East side of
San Jose. He said he can understand
Bernardo’s macho philosophy.
"I’ve never been in his position.
but I have friends I can pick out
things from," he said.
Malate said acting now may be his
profession of the future.
"It’s an option I have now," Mal ate said. "It’s a new thing I’d like to
get into."

Jon Sirkis

( 4171,, )

Blues
Bluegrass
Folk Punk

97 6 a 55 8 2

Thursday
November 10
Noon

\gb N.NM%

Student Union
Ampltheater
(Upper Pad In
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011111111111
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U2 cinema debut unrevealing;
public lyrics hide private lives
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A. U2’s
B. U2’s

new alKArn
new rhovie,
C. What the rnu5IC ihdtA 5 try has
beer, cioih9 for yeirs’D. All of the above

By Zac Shess
Daily staff writer
If you want to know what Bonus
favorite book is, or what The Edge
puts on his toast, don’t see U2’s
debut film, "Rattle and Hum."
Members of the Irish rock band
have always made their political
views public, but jealously guard
their personal lives.
I went to see "Rattle and Hum"
hoping to gain some insight into
group beyond its music. U2 consists
of lead singer Bono, guitarist The
Edge, bassist Adam Clayton. and
drummer Larry Mullen. What I got
were two hours of videos including
mere morsels of behind -the -scenes
footage.
The movie shows the band bouncing around from city to city. How
did they get there? What did they do
along the way? These are all questions U2 fans will pay money to find
out without being satisfied.
As Bono sings "Silver and
Gold," he tells the crowd the song
was written in a New York hotel
room. Why not catch similar moments on film?
The band performs "1 Still
0.Nen,4a1n
Found What I’m Looking
Haven’t
For" with choir members from a
Harlem church belting out the lyrics.
The feeling was spontaneous here.
Their voices give the song a gospel
flavor, which the band members said
they had in mind when they wrote
the song. "Rattle and Hum" needed

’Hungerfest ’88 is about more than just food
By Mary Hayes
The company will locus on physical
Daily staff writer
and spiritual hunger during two perFood may not be the only thing formances at SJSU next week.
hungry people search for.
"Hunger. . . in Progress," pan
Some search for food to quell hun- of SJSU’s Hungerfest ’88. will be
ger while others search for compan- held at 8:30 p.m. on Nov. 18 in the
ionship, said Claudia Tietze, a mem- Student Union Umunhum Room and
ber of Young Conservatory Theatre. 9 p.m. on Nov. 18 in the Dining

Commons.
Tietze said the performances will
use poetry, mime, song and dance to
tell a story of three clowns left behind by a circus.
"It draws a parallel to the homeless in society, who are always hungry and unwanted," Tietze said.

The theater wants to express an
important message to students in a
fun, interesting way, she said.
"It’s not meant to preach," she
said. "It’s really fun and it’s not
meant to hit over the head."
Tietze said much of the music will
come from the broadway musical
adaption of Victor Hugo’s novel,
"Les Miserables." The final dance
is choreographed to the musical version of Walt Whitman’s -I Sing the
Body Electric" from the movie
"Fame."
Mychelle Colleary and Lynn
Moeller, two SJSU music students,
will sing in the performances. The
rest of the company is between the
ages of 15 and 20.

And if you’ve never seen the group
perlorm live, this is a chance to see
Bono
one of the decade’s most
dynamic singers.
He is not glitzy
no spandex, no
sequins. With a voice that is powerful and do.crse, he sings angrily
about oppression and conflict in the
world, with songs like "Sunday
B Itxxly Sunday" and "Silver and
Gold.
During the first two-thirds of the
more of this to be a great concert film, each song as performed at a different
venue. This keeps the film
movie.
The predominantly black and well -paced.
It slows when U2 hits Tempe,
white concert footage is the film’s
Ariz. For no apparent reason, color
saving grace.
Director of Photography Ruben film is used and four songs are
Brinkman should be credited with a played in a row.
stellar performance. He makes exThe movie revives itself as the
cellent use of shadows and lighting tour moves to Sari Francisco’s Justin
to give a smoky, eerie atmosphere.
Herman Plaza. The footage includes
Throughout the movie, the musi- Bonus graffiti binge on the buncian’s faces are shadowed; halfdark half-lit. This suggests again tat.pray paint aside, "Rattle and
the two sides of U2
the public ly- Hum" fails to he a great concert
rics and their private lives. "Rattle movie. Its potential is never realand Hum" should have meshed the i/ed.
two.
The question still bums: Does The
Still, this is a U2 concert movie. Edge prefer marmalade or jam?

The predominantly
black-and-white
concert footage is
the film’s saving
grace.

YOUR DOWNTOWN COMPUTER SOURCE

HARD DRIVE MADNESS
SALE
MAC HARD DRIVES
APPLE CRATE

EVEREX HARD DRIVES

20 MEG- $525.00
* 40 MEG- $750.00
60 MEG- $815.00
2 YEAR WARRANTY
CABLES & SOFTWARE

40 MEG855.00
60 MEG- $1075.00
80 MEG- $1400.00
2 YEAR WARRANTY
CABLES & SOFTWARE

5% DISCOUNT TO SJSU STUDENTS
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DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

SiSU

PAlrketSt

95 S. MARKET
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COMPUTEP UJEPX
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How to run your
own show
0975

Hungerfest will include a variety of bands, including Thaddeus, which performs reggae
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Contemporary ’West Side Story’ opens tomorrow
Is% Martin Cheek
mg, it’s just the sky -high notes."
she said
stall writer
I lie musical 18esi Side Story"
Rob I angeder, a student majoring
.mihmes SJSt ’s drama. dance and in theater, plays Maria’s lover,
’music departments in a show about Tony In the play he belongs to the
star-crossed lo,ers and gang war- Jets, a New York City street gang
which hates the Puerto Rican gang
fare.
The production. which opens Fri- called the Sharks.
"There’s not many plays where
day’ night. is one of the biggest theatproductions in the history id you’re going to have love and
ncal
’s drama department. said friendship and gang warfare." he
said.
-I Xi sic Reed,. the play ’s director
The characters in "West Side
It’s a lassk: sb M that deserves
she said The scope Story" must display a lot of powerthe vCI. \ best
ol it lust necessitates a big ap- ful emotions. Reeds said.
"Whether you have lines or not.
proach
The musical tell, a tragic tale of you must get into character," she
two teenage lover, try ing to survive told the actors before one rehearsal.
She encouraged the actors to "feel
in a world gone mad with hate, she
emotion.’ and think of images from
said.
"This is a show about love and their past which would help them understand their characters’ behavior.
hate and narrow -mindedness so
l’he reason we act toward certain
many things." Reeds said.
The play opens at 5 p.m at the
I. ’my ersity Theatre. It M ill run Nov
.12. 18. 19 and 30. and Dec. I. 2 and
The SJSt! theater department has
updated the ’51/s play because gang
cc artare still evists in today’. sum. Reeds said
lod knows we have gang war
Ing on in almost every city," she
,a
Xtter us mg ill Ness York for nine
she said eallg iolence is just
as pie% alent as in the past.
’I. sell Mille NO NOW it’s drug ic
late&

’The SJSU theater
department has
updated the ’50s
play because gang
warfare still exists
in today’s society.’

Dusty Reeds

she said

Side Story" is a modern
seision ii Williauiu Shakespeare’s
’Romeo and Juliet
I cci losers
trom sontlicting caulk groups try to
keep their rinuance alise m spite ot
the violent ens ironment.
Kat Jonas plays Maria. a Puerto
us the stage
Rican !cella:2er In
name for kit I angedei. v, ho studies
theater at I ihlone C,,Ilege
"The sea, that Dust) is directing
me is Ii’ play very cutesy and vibrant.’ Jonas said.
Jonas. M 110 sing, several song, iii
the musical. said the music is very
especially since she’s
difficult
had no coca’ training.
It’s not the acting with the sing -

Director
people is the way we feel about
them," Reeds said. "Really get
those images in your mind. You
have to It , an actor’s job."
"It’s a wonderful show," said
Andrea fa’s,. stage manager for the
production "It’s so full of youthful
riiteiisrt 011 two extremes. The emotion, are really basic."
Actors often reach a point where
they feel like they’ve almost become
their characters, Faiss said. She
played Gwendolyn in the SJSU’s
production of "The Importance of
Being Earnest" earlier this semester.
"When you’re performing and
you’re really there, it’s like you’re

Mark Studyyin Daily

not thinking about it," Faiss said.
"You just go with it. It just happens.
It’s a heightened level of consciousness."
She emphasized the importance of
teamwork on stage.
"If you’re not acting with the
other person, you’re not acting
she said. "You’re just giving you’re
line. It has to he give and take.’
Tel work as a team, actors must
listen actively tel each other, Reeds
said.
"We always talk about listening
in the theater," she said. "That
doesn’t just mean listening for cues.
It means listening with your whole
body and soul."
Active listening means the actors
use a lot of energy while on stage.
she said.
"When you get on stage," she
told the actors, "I want you to project your energy. But it’s got to be
controlled energy. It’s a great show
for beautiful contrast in things."
One of the most energetic scenes
n the play is "The Rumble" in
which the Sharks and the Jets meet
for a fight to the death. Scott Bolt
described the scene as "really inense.
"You start to feel a kind of camaraderie with your gang," he said.

"You start to work together as a single unit."
Jeff Risk, the play’s stunt cotirdinator, has choreographed the fight
scene carefully to make sure none of
the actors get hurt.
"It’s very rare that musicals have
this much reality which makes it so
special," he said. "There can be no
margin for error."
During the rumble scene, if an
actor doesn’t perform the fight exactly as choreographed. he might injure himself or another actor. Risk
said.
The fight scene still means actors
must keep in character. Risk said.
"What’s not so important is the
action. It’s the reaction that’s going
to sell," he said.
Besides the fight, several dance
scenes make "West Side Story" an
energetic play. Mina Garman, a
dance instructor, choreographed the
show.
"We want this show to look
good," she said. "This show has a
lot of dance concentration in it, and
if the dance doesn’t look good, the
show looks bad."
"West Side Story" has a lot of
movement and the action needs to
look as real as possible, Garman
said.

"We’ve approached this show in
a very realistic way rather than a stylized way." she said,
The diversity of dancing, singing
and acting makes "West Side
Story" a very difficult, yet rewarding musical, said Peter Bedard, who
plays Jets gang member Snowlxv.
"Musicals are my favorite because you get tel do everything," he
said. "They’re the hardest because
you have to do everything. It’s kind

Join our
holiday
sales team

Kara Natali Daily staff

photographer

ORB

aIvl resur-

IF YOU WANT TO BE
A PHYSICIAN,
WE’LL PAY FOR IT.
It you re willing to invest your skills

and knowledge as an Air Force
medical officer, we’ll invest in you
and pay your way through medical
school if you qualify Irs the Armed
Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program It pays for.
Tuition,
* Books, supplies, equipment and
lab fees,
* Plus a monthly income of more

than S650
Call

1 -800-423-USAF
TOLL FREE

Ai
PORCR-ell

a a triple threat because you have to
sing, dance and act at the same
time."
Many people contribute their tat ems to put together a big musical
like "West Side Story," Reeds said.
"It’s such a team effort," she
said. "If you don’t have that team, it
won’t come together."
"You see the stars (of the show),
but those backstage people are so
important," she said.
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Jeff Bryant, soph lllll ore theater arts major, prepares a costume for West
Side Storx . Brx ant portrays Babx John.’

staff photographer

West Side Story auditions were opened to students and non -students alike. Here students audition for the choreographer
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EMPORIUM CAPWELL is seeking enthusiastic,
energetic individuals for the holiday season who
have the desire to grow with our company. As a
seasonal sales associate, you can enjoy:
’Flexible Schedules
’Competitive Wages
’Employee Discounts
Part-time and Full-time positions are available.
APPLY IN PERSON:

EMPORIUM CAPWELL
Valley Fair, Santa Clara
Eastridge Mall, S.J.
5353 Almaden Expwy, S.J.
Vallco Mall, Cupertino
701 El Camino Real, Mt. View
E.O.E. M/F

"THE HIPPEST, STRANGEST, FUNNIEST
SHOW YOU WILL EVER SEE!"
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"SALCICCIA"
****

HERTZ AT THE FAIRMONT

50%

All ingredients fresh daily
Traditional hand spun dough
"Take & Bake" now available
OPEN 1 1 am to 10pm daily
Before, during & after the game
619 Escuela Ave.

Mtn. View

WEEKEND DISCOUNT COUPON

(415) 968-5089

(Just off El Camino Real)

This Weekend Starter Discount is valid through Jan. 1, 1989 on
Weekend Economy Fare of two (2) days or more. Offer entitles
renter to a SO% discount on the first day’s rental charge only.
Discount will be honored only at The Fairmont Hotel in San lose.
Call 947-8084 for reservations. Major credit cards required.
Limit: One coupon per rental.
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Voters approve Prop. 103
LOS ANGELES (AP) - California voters who wrestled with 29 confusing propositions signaled their desire for insurance reform, narrowly
approving a Ralph Nader -backed initiative that cuts rates by at least 20
percent.
The electorate also sent mixed signals on what direction the state
should take in approaching such critical issues as AIDS testing and the
homeless problem.
With 99 percent of the vote
counted, voters approved a consumer-oriented rate -cutting initiative
that was fought bitterly by the insurance industry, which fielded a slate
of its own proposals and spent at
least $60 million in advertising.
Proposition 103, the "voter’s revolt" initiative favored by consumer
activist Nader was approved by 51.2
percent of the electorate, with 4,528,783 favoring it and 4,320,205
voting against.
Bill Zimmerman, campaign man-

ager for the consumer initiative, said
his organization hoped to avoid a
lawsuit with the industry.
"The first thing we’ll do." he
said, "is appeal to the insurance in dustry not to be sore losers." But, he
added. "we have a team of lawyers
ready to follow them in the court -
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Voting in Cah
11

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Despite one of the most crowded ballots
in state history and long lines that
formed early in the day at polling
places, voting moved slowly but
without serious snags, election officials said.
"Smooth sailing," was how
Cathy Mitchell, a spokeswoman for
the secretary of state’s office. de-

INcr,
Aar *wove

house doors."
The insurance industry’s measures, propositions 100. 101, 104
and 106 went down to defeat.
In other matters, voters refused by
an overwhelming margin in require
the reporting of AIDS victims. That
initiative would have forced dtx:tors
to report AIDS patients to health
agencies and trace everyone they
might possibly have infected.
But voters approved by an equally
large margin a measure allowing
crime suspects to be forcibly tested
for the disease.
The voters rejected a bid to feed
the hungry and house the homeless
at the expense of violators of food
preparation and building codes who
would have paid heavy fines to foot
the bill. But they agreed by a similar
margin to authorize $300 million in
bonds to help the homeless and encourage low cost housing development.

The electorate also
sent mixed signals
on what direction
the state should
take in critical
issues as AIDS
testing and the
homeless problem.

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

scribed voting at most California
precincts on Tuesday.
Three-quarters of Northern Cali fornia’s registered voters were ex pected to vote on a presidential ballot crowded with such varied issues
as AIDS, auto insurance, nuclearfree zones, and the basing of a Navy
battleship.
In San Francisco. where voters

decided whether to welcome the
USS Missouri, elected city supervisors, and extend rent control, about
65 percent of eligible voters went to
the polls, said acting Registrar Germaine Wong.
Early voting was brisk in many
precincts, including blue-collar polling places where people usually wait
until after work to vote.
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AMBER GAUTHIER Honey -bun, mon.. grandpa T and your .1 flapper
hope you have a special bell..
Love. 99 SNACKER

ler

BUSINESS

CARDS-stationery 130 1000 Business cards all do.
In raised letters Please cell FINE.

have to
e same

heir talmusical
ds said.
t," she
team, it
show),
are so

LINE DESIGN at (415)964-9183

2831 Meridian Ave

organisational meeting of all OR

ence necessery Will nein motivated person with good communication skills. Eastridge Mall.
Flexible hrs Some typing. 16-24
forawk. Some eves 8 Sat. Call

motion

270-0380.

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
haw plans with quality coverage
at effordeble prices Call Mark Fit
ice, (406)943-9190 for no 00119.
Hon quote
YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR! Register your mune. now
with the protesslonsi career program Call (408) 243-4070 for details.

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
AR& Intar.tional busl.sses
and Investors Nook foreign nationals with first hand knowledge
of economic, business, scientific.
and political conditions in home
country for consulting assistance

For Information send retram. to BCS Iraemational. 700 Si
mary Place. Suite 1400, Sen An8205 or 0.11 (8001
tonio, T
8215-2026. extension 856
FULL -PART TIME aft mrrand .cupationel-acthrity & bosic care aid...
OD clients $5 50-6 per hr Cali U.
Haight 371-5220.

AUTOMOTIVE

GOVT JOBS, $10,037 to $39,405 Im-

CLASSIC VOLVO 122S Mint condition. new paint, engine, weber
Nub, brakes, am On sass int eel
!morocco.

religiously serviced
Collectors car, must we to appreciate. 04,500 Call 648-2428

7.

OPPORTUNMES.
EMPLOYMENT
Apply at MARIE CALLENDER*

THODOX young adults .9. 18 &
older .1St. Nicholas Greek Orthodos Church. 1260 Davls St. San
Jose. Cali (408)246-2770 for Infos

CAR? CUTE. BLUE. auto-bens, perfect for student Ex cond. ’76
CHEVETrE, $640226-9225,Tom.

ZA

1500 06549.

EYE DOCTOR’s RECEP ASSIST. Are
you e people-parsm? No experi-

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your Meth, eyes
and money too. For informalion
and brochure see AS office or
call (408)371-6611

Y

Hotel, 2700 Waal. College, 989

EASTERN ORTHODOX YOUNG Adult
Christians’ Meese join u for In

PUT

ZA

’.0525 per hr., COcetall Senn.
94.25 par hr
tips. Peri
Tim.00 call evellabie, no experience necessery! Ask tor Melinda
In personnel, Santa Clan. Marriott

116 KAWASAKI N1NJA 600 low mileage. Red. white and blue helmet,
$2,400 Call 245-7973
1976 GERMAN MADE CAPRI Special
GHIA edition 2 dl evert coups
One Owner Very clean Excellent
condition
Meg wheels
Sony
AM FM cassette. spd. Call 447-

FOR SALE
ARTISTS

2 large $tretcher bare sawed*. professionally, 60" .71

es Ready for your nest paintings.
Anita 924-1592.371-1909

HELP WANTED
ANALYTICAL

RESEARCH TECHNICIAN NORIAN, mesh and Inn..
0.110. ...tonal. compeny, is
on

upper dbilon or
graduate studeot In the sciences
to work 20 hrs. wk in our lab Sand
resume to Robert Dick al Norton,
1025 Terra Bella An., Mtn View,
Ca 94043
APPOINTMENT SETTING. port time
Flexible

Ithurs.

possible
0200 witty or more based on sales
performance Excellent working
contfillons, good communication
skills roust Cali 280-0454
AUTOMATED VAC EOPIIEr

OPERA-

TORS needed on greveyd shM
end meliend shM (2940 hr work
week). Requires 14 yrs moch or
I400 seeembiy ere or aqui. eel In
the sciences or computer prog.
Must be U S citizen We offer
reimb
education
100%
415,403-1800, x445, VARIAN

En F404 lot Federal List 24 hrs
GROUP HOME tor AUTISTIC chiklren.
Overnight sleep
position.
32
hrs. wk. Call 377-5411 M-F 9-5.
IDEAL HOURS

GUARANTEED $6 hr
to $11111 plus BO-

Make up
NUSES Sell benefit Show tickets
by phone trom our San Jose office Mon-Frl 5 30-900 PM Sat 91 PM. Call Duncan d1944-0402

Call

CHILDCARE POSMONS AVAILABLE.
U to SS hr PT FT positions
Northern Califon. Nannies. 175
Sun Antonio Rd. L. Alt., Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933. 1415/ 9492933
COOK, HOUSEKEEPER, pert-time in
-hr
exchange for room Aboard $9
100 00111 moor 20 list.. Flex..
S J
weet-side
100.thft.ftelet
neighborhood. Please Write Mrs
ND Morton.10110 IMO. Ct. S.J
96129
CARE
staff
COUNSELOR,DIRECT
needed at local residential facilities for young adults & adore.
cOols Wth autism a rel.. 01.
While. Full Moe 4 part M.
pea/hone swiloble Sterling 16$4 254v Cell 444-3803
DON’T MISS ’hi. OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE the Assocleted Shs
dents of SAN JOSE STATE UNIYour &ruder,’ governaccepting
currently
menI
is
applications on over 40 cony. VERSITY

tees including Public Reletiorm,
Judiciary, Greduste Muth., ape.
clef ello.tiona & Review Bawd
for Human subfects Call 8-S P...
500601 today .55243240
EARN EXTRA CASH Banquet servers
,I0.411 per hr.. banquet *Wee

EMPLOYMENT

15% discount to students and faculty. Cali before December 31,
lOSS
get your first appl all 2

Sweeney Hail and Career Pionfling

RE, 559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
Ave., CC. "Hair Today Gone To-

SEMESTER

Pool

Managers

6700-$11.6011,.

Call 942-2470.

programming
but
coursework le required Flexible
houra Call 7395976 tor Informa-

Will

train,

tion or send

letter ram,. to

Quatro Marketing Sernces, 1230
Oakmead Pion, #210. Sunnyvale.
Ca 94086 AM: Mark Thom..
MAKE MEGA BUCKS of odd hours
Experienced
carpet
cleaners
needed day & night, 249-0931
OFFICE ASST NEEDED, FT days and
pft reghts & wknda Flex hrs, for
more Into cell Slid or Carol AO
Russell’s Fum 296-7393
PART TIME work in the new PAVILION Sale.. home decor. Flexible
hours. call Mode st
STUDENTS WANTED

993-1133

RETAIL SALES, SCHURRA’s Candy
Factory E tint opportunity for college Wudents who want to grow
Wth on expending bonne.. in$t.& sales, merchandising, marketing. flexibie part-tIme hours.
Increasing to full -hew hour. rit
Chrletmes. Valentines a Easter
Applications accepted W 644 Two
Alameda. 5 J

Jotio
OFFICERS

A

With My Can. ’ Gwen Cheigren,

era. avallsble Good
voice & personality Call RICH at

about vitality and spirit Specialis.
Mg In chronic pain. stress, and

996-4526

movement dysfunction. Sliding
tee scale for the handicapped.
Strictly non...el. Cali 371-1433

C

994AT

01-I 6RIDSS

560

ARE

WHY DO ’its) CO THAT

or 395-3560

Classified

ELECTROLYSIS! Profession.’ HAIR
removal, the only permanent
method Ask *both the special
FEMALE ROOMMATE ViNTD. Share ig
discount for FALL ComplimenbrIrm A 1 12 bth Prkng garage,
tary cmsuletion by appointment
laundry rm. Call Claudia 356Call 296-0931h
01311. 297-1566 Avail NOW
Join WSFCU
Your student Credit
2 ROOMS avail 1 bik from SJSU. 3 br,
Union-benefits include. Tuition2 be hee, off street parking.
Cam.Booka-Computar Leen.
$250340
$167 dep. Mow in
peititIve Savings Rates
Free

1 2 bedroom, long term prefer.
Mature, financially respon.11..
clean. quiet & sober only, SINGLE
OCCUPANCY S485.1650 deposit
$51 S flth St , 293-0989

MARY KAY COSMETICS. Wonderful
skin care & nail care products.
mons skin care too Try before
you buy Beautiful holiday Items.
great for gift giving For information & compl(mentory facial, call
Lisa st 259-1018

SW

Anonym.. frang
10 30AM. McKee 4

Rd -Foothill
Presbyter
Church Don’t isolate. we understand the pain Ws can help,
CATHOLIC

NEWMAN

COMMUNITY

MASS on Sunday evenings et
6 30 & 600 PM. Campus Christian
Center, 10th 4 San Carlos. For
more Into about other actIvities
.11 Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan .1 291-0204
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC-Unwanied
hair rimmed permanently Confidential by appointment only, 2477486. 335 S Baywood An.. San
Jo.
EXAM FILES Inn Professors throughout the USA. Exam problems w
IS. professors own detailed solution. Available for 6 Engl....9
courses. E1T, Coicuius. General
and Organk Chornistry. Physics.
& more 20 deferent books web
able at Spartan BY& (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore
KIDDOE. ’MKS 4 to areal Wrad! I’m so
hooey!! 0, yea, ur not doin’ anything 11 121. some 1 who wants
2 take 2 his pd U wenn.? 11.00
tonsth LOVE. MO
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening at 10 00 PM st
Campus Christian Center, 101h &
San Carlos For more information
about activities, call Rev Norio

friendliest people You can oven
viall Tahiti or Hawaii on the way
bock,. summer there during our
winter Weak so call AUSTRALIA.

DISC JOCKEY by
Debi. Michel. formerly of KSJS
You’ve gel the party, we’ve got
the musk! Michel Productions
provides wide varlety of music
for your ...ling party or dance
el ressonoble rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 270-6960 or 9217359

T SHIRTS for fretemitles, apron...
clubs, busines. Custom screen
printing on

lining,

sweats, end
lecke. Duality work it ...nat. rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contest Doug .1 (401) 242-7377,
Monday through Friday 3-91.
WRITING,

RESEARCH
Academic thesis

SERVICES

assistance
Ghostwriting Al sublects DualMed writers Reurnef
Ing Catalog Berkeley (415) 14150313
wArriNG -REsEaRCH - EDITING,
Coil (900)777-7901

TRAVEL
AUSTRALIA’

ALL
format.
Including
APA
(NURSING DEPT) for ALL YOUR
TYPING NEEDS( THESES) Call
Linda The WM. Type, 723-1714,

dab*. spertoner-experloncOO College grads, so call us with peps..
reports. theses (asp Sclera.),
Old .1 251-0419.

San Jose. liAM-10PM. Mon-Sal.,
rack -up delivery W. daily.

ACADEMIC 4 PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word pro-

ACHIEVEMENT,

ACCOUNTABILITY,

NEEtL

CASH?" Cave Securfty is hiring
for full aocl p.01 One positions Al

SCOUTSIII uou wowed be Interested in
continuing your awes w BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA Oil Ch.k
Schrnidt.253-494141aft 6PM)
SPLASH, Remind ram to put DOWN
IS. TOILET SEAT Dryer.’ vinyl
decal Send U to OK Prod.-

essary Apply Mon-Frl. aAki-5/04
1700 Wyatt Dr Suite 7. $erfte

tIonsP 0 Box 1110190, Mftplias.
Ca 95015 Do II TODAY!

CJere. or call 9411-CAVE
SECURITYMECEPTION, 1164741r. No
e xperience neasessry, ION & port
throe We we looking for outgoing,
social people to work at high tech
compote.. in 1131con Valley All

4099792002
THE SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A 15.1 sod gooey
way to meet quality people for reounce or friendship Sociel end

slit. avail We offer metracel dental in.. weekly pay. non-uniform a
Weser uniform pool... 0.9h. pay. reg Increases, crocal

sports winners are also available
You may Choose to Neve your
own meow. or haat six different
messages left by others You

union

& lownedleteipennenent
piamnient Apply between llsooSprn Mon-Frill VANGUARD, 3212

don’t have to do II alone SOrneone specie1 la waiting lo meet
you Hurry, Cell torley. Owe 16

Scott Blvd , Santa CM* lbetween
San Tomes & Mott)

only 02

SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL needed Mezible hours to flt
orith your who01 schedule, will
twin If interested. Owes call
Karen et CATERING BY COAST.

any toll

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL I Stop shavIng
tweezing or using chemical dimple
fortes Let me permenentty r.
move your unwonted NW (chin,

(401) 730-0600.
Min)

t’""",

punctuation, sentence str.ture
on request (APA. Swabian. etc)
Former English mai. Wth 16 yrs

(BERRYESSA arse)

ACKNOWL-

your

EDGEABLE In typing that’s top.
Trull TONY. 296.2087 Thank.
$1 50 per page double spec.
Avellable groom day. wwkly
Quick turnaround All work gusr
ant.d Thinks
ASSURED Professional Word Propapers.
re111.1.1,
.s&Ing
Publishing
Desktop
surnes

paper’s

experience

Willow Glen are.
Phone Mrs Morton 51216-9441

To ensure

completion

on

schedule reserve your time Gerry
P3-923-2309

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis eramIslists Also tern) papers. manuscripts. screenplays,
resumes, repetitive Miters, OenCrIptIOn Free SPELCHEK, copy

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
tranacration
16.011

odit disc Worm. Outs* turnaround Santa Clef. Call 244.5825

typist. 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By appl. Chrystal
9234461.

ALWAYS

ACCURACY

capabilities Serving Evergmen.
and South San Jose Minutes
from SJSU Coil Maureen (408)

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET. Tenn
papers, theses, resumes, letters.
No charge minor editing Rates by

AMY FOR

A 0.1

SECRETARY with computer
Clow to school Available nigh’
and day Rush lob.... My speci(408)225-0009

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY nuE,
Proboesional
orord-raw.srang
servIces with student 011itcounte

"The Perfect Paper"

PROCESSING!’!

WORD

Thews, Reports, Letters No lime
In type your paper? Call MARY
ANN at ANN., 241-5490.Santa

STUDENT relwl for undargrads
Available day. we. weekends by
appt Call An.. at 972-4992

pers,group protects, theses, resumes. letters. etc SPA. MLA To radon formats Oust quar (25
yrs sop) Call Rot (408)274-3684

Low Price,
pick up and delivery avail... Call (405)206.2681.
1SAM-9PM
ANN’s

(leave Mallage) AValleble 7 days
week
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
scadernic.busIneestegal
word
propmsing needs Term wens
reports. resurnes.leher., group
pro)ects.manuals.theses. etc Lot.
ter quality’ All forme. plus APA

Clara
A

TYPING SERVICE

WORDPROCESSING

and typing services On-campus
pickup.’ Letter goal Term pa-

page, hour or lob Former legal
secretary. Write .Type-972-9430.

227-9419. Wm to ilprn
64 8’ When ovewheitned by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING low. Gradualo and
Item paundergrad
pars. theses. reports of all kinds

EVERGREEN

Reasonable

rel. Free disk store. Free
pick-up and dellwry Call 270-

Fra. disk

wore..

SPELCHEK

,punctuailongrammor
assistance All work guaronfood For
’het professlonelquick & depend-

9936
CALL LINDA TODAY ler experienced,
professional word proceselng

able worry -free service et Its ban
call PAM.* 247-2681 (San. Clore)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FAC-

Laser printer, raw.. transcription Theses. term moors. group
protects resumes, etc All for-

ULTY RATES,

GO WITH THE BEST’ Take advent*.
of our expertise Top secretionsl
service for all your WORD proasst. needs Graphics, letters.
reports. manuscripts. ramum..
ten,,, papers. theses
Editing,
groomer 4 spell checking All
work done on PS Laser Printer.
or printing horn your disk Both
IBM & Mac II computers Special
student discount. Call PrInty’
WORDWORKS al 253-WORD or
253-WORK
INFORMATION

LIKE

MAGIC

Word

processing, editing. research, resumes, on-line watching. WWI graphics, quick reference. Libre,.
Ian with MLS Call (4013)732-710
PAGEWISE
WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Have MA in English, 5 yrs lop end heuntIng obsession Wth doing It right, FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP A DELIVERY
Sludents, faculty. writers, business pron. Exp’d witto ESL .11en1 Edft rewrite too. Get Pagewise, (406)732-4845.
WORD

PROCESSING. papers, resumes, manuecrIpts. fon. letters
Experienced professional
Free
SPELUNG CHECK, disk storage
Call 9964821

WORD PROCESSING in Santa Coes
areo Tenn papers. reports, manuscripts.. From Upg. C.II (40e)
645-0415
WORD PROCESSING TOP NOTCH’
Student manuscript
diocounts
Edtting avail Former tech. esittor
hHwAB
In English 4 12 yeti.
prof word processing expel- includes spell punudisk Ow 11r.
quailty outran WILLOW GLEN
PorrIclo (4011)286-51189
WORD PROCESSING - letter gustily
preperotion of term papers. reports. theses, resumes. etc Rers
son.016 pricing. accurate and het
lumen:rand
mid clethery

Onmernpus p400-up
Call 6 AM - I PM,

Candace. 206-4300

dirommommoommoommmommimmemimmismimmmomiNimmemommmom INE Illio
Print Your Ad Here
111
IC0unt appruvrnately 30 letters dry) spaces for each (me)

RAY (KENNEDY HALL) K.p moth.
good work. You’r, doing greet
Thanks for your support I LOVE
yOul JON

wellable. 7 dawwwk 24
loran. Excellent pay end ben.
Ills Paid ’raining, no esp. nec-

$hifts

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers, Research Preis... and
Resumes Help with grammar,

ceasing Pepers,thesis.nisumes.
repons
monuscripts 8 group
protects welcome Student rat.,
7 Min Irrn camp. nr 680 & McKee

TYPING

ality Cell Prom at (408) 225-5025 or

NEW ZEALAND’ Got
your attention, mole? New Za.
land company has opening. lord
few adventurous Ant... on

word processing .r ...Warty
Guaranteed
quality
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing Re.
sensible rotes We’re fasi,depen-

6809

AAA
STUDENT NURSE TUTORING Dr prof
reasonable Coll (406)233-9256

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT, Academic

area/Able. Europe nen summer.
Great Trips. Super prices,

Andy, TWA Campus Rep. 297-

4504
DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD. This year.
call typts1 who is experienced in

TOURS. (415) 948-2160, and uk
&bout the Contlki specials Also

AAAA-ACCURACY,
PROFESSIONAL

copy Cali Pamela al (401)946310210 reserve your time now

NEWZEALAND DOWN UNDER

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off ANYWHERE, any fare Call

mats including APA All work
guaranteed Gulch Mum Almaden Branham arse Pho. 264-

available. Offer fast lurnaround,
pickup & delivery, gramme, editing, laser printer and guarantee

sailing. dnme the great barrier reef!
Travel and party with the worlds

947-7273 or drop by our office at
0111 .114 San Sabodor

PERSONALS
every

Its under 301000. of Austral. &
New Zealand Wratewster rafting,

Manir
Check WraingCsahIng
lecturer’s Honey., GSL’S Valuable Member Privileges Call

BULINIC7ANOREXIC?OVERWEIGHT7

Toy..,

Torres

IT KEEPs THE
CAVITIES AWAY

HOUSING

1920’s DECORATOR APARTMENT 1

0144. 0 Wel

Gus

Rocky

time 90.1110.5,UM
Pomo" DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring for men. csual and forNear camp., Call CAMPAIGN
mal wear. pant hemming $S 10%
CAUFORNIA at 266-6113 E.O.E.
discount to ...this and facWE NEED A FEW good people .1 10.
ulty Willow Glen area Call Marla
SJSU T O.P.(1Wephone outreach
.1 449-5494
program). Do you hove whal II
EDITING
PROOFREADING
Ill.
tak.0 to receive .10 training.
SEARCH quality work. Reasonaflexible hours, and $7 hr? Coll
.1
392.7020
ble fees Call Dee
KEVIN .1 124-1139

Dec .1st CommCarl. at 299-6671

’040 HAVE
foLTHERS ON 1.1(10’L
siCeiOlo Attn. IT.
You’er A M0,L1-1...1E,

Roe.,

Orriir’crPrort
Ttry’r f3F
Arr. trow4
-4

C41‘r FOOL US.
FLAP ’51c117.o.

price ’Unwonted Hair Disappears

evening

TELEMARKETING’POUTICAL WORK!
Work for soca., change NovemBEYONDM Perm part
ber "se

1)0’Wi&dos
YeA,F-R,Ewo
nite5

_____)

Fenn.. at 296-0204

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full end p511 hole positions, ell shifts No experience
needed We treln Apply Mon-Fri
6 AM-5PM. 210 Meridian Ave , San

SECURITY

1111---irlri...

TELEMARKETING.. Appel erten’ set
ling Pori time $200 WK POSSI- BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE! Using variety of theBLE. DAILY CASH Walking disrapeutic technkhow to bring
tance from campus Afternoon &

Overeaters
LIFEGUARDS
SEASONAL & year
round poeltions avsliable now
Salary Lifeguards 055046.401v

MACINTOSH LOVERS! Work p.01110.
In an all Mac environment pro.
grooming In HyperCard and 40

1135(day.)356-50131(ev.)

seeking

media. Minot Your area Call( Refundable(’l-518-4593611

-1
Ythr

working In schools with disabled
children Morning hours. up 10 20
hours per
week
Application
forms &volt.. in Room 204

SPRING

Rose

)
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Hazard: Feces pose problems
From page I
end "
Baldwin said his warnings were
not properly heeded, and the custodians were not cautioned about the
dangers involved.
There are several human diseases
known to he transmitted hy pigeon
droppings One of the most common
is called chlamidiosts, which causes
a pneumonia or a flu like respiratory
infection
The disease can be treated with
antibiotics
Human infections are usually
mild, hut the disease can be fatal.
Older or unhealthy individuals are
particularly vulnerable
Studies consistently show that a
large percentage ot pigeons are in-

forts should be taken to prevent infections
"It pigeons are nesting on the tops
of buildings. it’s important not to let
the feces accumulate:. Cluss said.
Bird handlers in San Francisco
and Mann have had recent outbreaks, according to Cluss.

fected with the disease.One expert
estimates that more than half the pigeons in the United Slates may carry
it
A inure dangerous pigeon disease
is called cryptococellS neolormans.
lake chlamidiosis, it is transmitted
to humans through tiny particles carried in the air from dried droppings.
This disease usually begins as a
lung infection, but later moves on to
the brain.
Frequently, it results in meningitis
and is almost always fatal unless
treated in time.
Bob Cluss, an associate professor
in the biology department, said he
didn’t know of any cases of these
diseases among the students, staff,
or faculty. at SJSU. Still, he said ef-

Baldwin said the number of pigeons in the South Bay is increasing.
"The reason we’re seeing more
pigeons is that ’San Jose is growing
up; " Baldwin said.
Pigeons thrive in urban areas because of the many sources of food,
such as garbage cans and outdoor
restaurants.
Also, the city of San Jose is planting a large number of palm trees as
part of its redevelopment plan. Pigeons find palm trees attractive as
nesting sites.

A.S.: Board members begin information drive
I holllihlge /

the plans.
In May 1985 the CSU Board of
Frustees approved a budget for $17
million. Last month the Rec Center
budget was estimated at about $27
The CSU trustees said they
planned to raise student fees to cover
the overbudgeted project.
To stop the trustees from raising
fees. the A.S. has enlisted the help
of David Hawkins and Terry Carhaugh . leg Islam is e advocates for the

representatives in Sacramento to in
tnxitice legislation to stop the admin
istration from raising fees next semester.
Litigation will be used as a last resort, according to McCarthy.
"We have a good chance."
Hawkins said. "It all depends on
student involven.ent."
"This is a multi -faceted cam
paign." Santandrea said. "We’re
doing this to show the trustees that
the students are behind us on this
issue.

California State Student Association. They advised the A.S. to campaign for legislative support in Sacramento.
"Student involvement is a prerequisite to going on to the legislature,"
Hawkins said in October.
The information drive is the beginning of the effort to rally student
support. The A.S. will have a petition drive and a letter-writing campaign to the trustees and legislators.
With the assistance of Hawkins
and Carbaugh. the A.S. will lobby

Democrats retain control of the House
WASHINGTON (AP) - - Voters
threw out a pair of congressmen entangled in ethics problems, but returned a hauntingly familiar House
ot Representatives that for the 35th
straight year will be dominated by
)enfocrats.
As the last votes were being
ounted early Wednesday. the same
voters who chose Republican presidential candidate George Bush were
on the verge of padding a Democratic margin in the House that had
stood at 255-177 in the 100th Congress with three vacancies.
It would be the first time in 28
years that the party losing the presidency still managed to gain ground
in the House. Early Wednesday
Democrats had won 253 seats and
led for eight others, compared to 170
Republican victories and four GOP
leads.
The enormous financial and other
advantages that incumbents possess
proved the key dynamic in Tuesday’s voting. Ninety-nine percent of

the 408 representatives seeking new
terms were on their way to re-election early today.

Minority Leader Bob Michel said the
amount of money incumbents raise
has become "incredible."
Whatever caused the incumbent
tide, it was not enough to pull at
least three legislators to victory.

Democrats claimed the results
proved that voters preferred their
policies, with Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee chairman Rep. Beryl Anthony. D-Ark.,
saying. "They gave us their vote of
confidence."
Republicans contested that. House

Fourteen -term Rep. Fernand St
Germain, D-R.I., chairman of the
House Banking Committee, was
beaten by GOP attorney Ronald
Macht ley .

Fees: Increases opposed
From page /
vote in May 1987.
Some board members were apprehensive about the resolution.
Dean of Student Services Jerry
Brody told the hoard he was uncomfortable with some of the wording.
"I’m uncomfortable with the mismanagement accusations," he said.
"I also think the word ’authorize’ is
too strong. There’s a difference be-

tween authorization and support."
Pat Wiley, Student Union associate director, also questioned
whether it was accurate to state that
students have not been included in
the planning of the Rec Center.
"To the best of my knowledge.
students have played a key part in
the consultation stages of this protect.’’ he said.

Mark Stuffyvin Daily staff photographer

John Hjell. a member of the Campus Democrats, watches the election returns on TV

Professors
From page I
highlighted Dukakis’ weaknesses.
"Bush’s strategy was to point out
that Dukakis was a Democrat just
like Mondale and McGovern,"
Young said.
"(Democratic adviser) Horace
Busby said, ’As soon as the American public finds out that Dukakis is a
Democrat, they’re never going to
vote for hint,’ " Wettergreen said.
Early in the campaign. Dukakis
wanted to associate himself with
Democrat heroes like John F. Kennedy. Wettergreen said. Bush, however, succeeded in comparing his

opponent to less -popular Democrats.
Wettergreen said he doesn’t fore
Negative campaigning was also an see any change in the future ol
issue in this vote. But Young said America.
the race was actually not as dirty as
"We’ll expect to see a continuapast elections.
tion of politics and growing elitism
"This campaign was cleaner than in administration." Wettergreen
we’ve ever had," he said.
said.
The Republican professor menYoung said he also believes the
tioned the "Hey, Hey, LBJ, how Democratic Party is suffering.
many kids have you killed today"
"The future of the party. if it has
message in the 1964 election be- one, needs to be discussed." he
tween Lyndon B. Johnson and Barry said. "Since ’72, they’ve done very
Goldwater.
badly except for Jimmy Carter.
Christman said the lack of a major Something must be wrong with their
issue contributed to the negative procedures."
Dirtier campaigns
campaigning.
Christman disagreed.
have not seemed as negative because
"We’re going to hang in there."
they focused on a major topic.
he said. "It’s not over yet. We’ll
"The campaign of Abraham Lin- beat them in Congress and life will
coln focused on slavery." he said.
go on.

Author: Pulitzer winner speaks on campus
From page I
gangster who was a sort of movie
star. Now he would be a rock star.
The span of fame only lasts two to
four years.
"Billy Phelan’s Greatest Game"
centers on Frances’ son, a young
gambler who finds himself ostracized from Albany.
"Billy has his own set of values,"
Kennedy said. "He discovers a code
of honor. That is where his strength
lies and how he survives being
exiled in his own town."
Kennedy’s new novel, "Quinn’s

Kennedy will
introduce a
screening of
"Ironweed".
Book," also a story of the Phelan
family, is set in the years before the

Civil War.
Kennedy, who teaches at the State
University of New York in Albany,
also wrote "The Ink Truck."
Cox. who has taught English at
SJSU since 1955, started the lecture
series, which also featured Wallace
Stegner and Toni Morrison. Tuesday’s lecture will be free.
Kennedy will also introduce a
screening of "Ironweed" at 7:30
p.m. Monday at the Camera 3 Cinemas on San Carlos Street. Tickets
cost $3 for students and SJSU staff
and $7.50 for faculty and the public.
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GIFTS
--SELECTED HAIRBRUSHES & COMBS
REG,
$1.99

2.99
1.29
GENERAL

SALE

1.59
2.39
99v

CANDY
FLASHLIGHTS
20% OFF

SUPPLIES

ANGLERS
REMBRANDT
ART PORTFOLIO
30% OFF
REG. $19.79 - $30.79
ENTIRE LINE OF 00",
\ GRAPHIC MARKER BRAND
MARKERS
50% OFF
S 1.10-5.50

MICKEY MOUSE
SWEATSHIRT
20% OFF
REG.
$23.99

REG. $2.99(
3.50
4.00

GENERAL BOOKS

SPARTAN SNACK

LARGE SELECTION OF
UALITY USED PAPERBACKS
990 ea.

1 SNICKERS

1 COCA-COLA PRODUCT

+12.42..CaRN
$ 1.00

4
ELECTRONICS
ADVENT CALENDERS NOW
20% OFF
CHOCOLATE ADVENTS NOT INCLUDED

SONY WALKMAN
REG. $ 27.95 - $60.50
10% - 75% OFF
PRICED. AS MARKED
(NO REFUNDS ON SALE ITEMS)
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